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like to thank all my collaborators for t hei r kind co.-operation. I have 
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t hem as close to the original wording as possible. In many cases the 
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A U S T R A L I A 

Report by Edward Derbyshire 
Geography Department, Monash Unive;rsity, Glayton, Victoria 

Introduction 

The renewal of interest in the Pleistocene glaciation of Australia 

which has become evident in the l ast seven years reflects the increasing 

availability of good quality vertical aerial photography demandeà· by the 

mapping activities of state and federal agencies. 

Study of photographs has su~gested that much of the work done 

in this field prier to 1945 is invalict: over wide areas features hitherto 

mapped as of glacial origin are now cpnsidered to be due to periglacial or 

other non-glacial ~gencies . Moreover, the evidenae for rmµ--tiple glaciation 

can now be account~d for as the result of one glaoiation, and that of late 

date, for most deppsits appe®" fresh, both on aerial photographs and i n 

ground exposures. 

The recept arrival of good quality vertical photography, coinciding 

as it did with an increase in the number of trained geomorphologists in 

Australia, has meant that work on glacial features is still in the reconnais

sance stage, although detailed photo-ground correlation has been undèrtaken 

in several areas, notably in t~e course of ~eologicàl mapping at the one inch 

or smaller scales in Tasmania. 

The interpretation of glacial features from aerial photographs is 

used both as a preparation for, and as a confirmation of, field work, 

usually on a local scaleo To date, it has been used as a regional reconnais= 

sance tool onty by Ban~s and Davies in Tasmania, although an extension 
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of this technique is now planned (see below). Interpretation has been 

undertaken by workers· in University departments of Geography and Geology, 

by members of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organization (Division of ~and Research and Regional Survey), by geologists 

of the Tasmaniati Department of Mines, and (in unpublished reports) by the 

Hydro Electric Commission of Tasmaniao 

Work completed and in progress 

1. New Guinea 

Glacial geomorphological features of the Mount Wilhelm area 

vA~e mapped by Reiner (1960 ) . Th~se included moraines, cirques, rock 

basins, and incipient cirques as well as perigla~ial featureso In~erpretation 

was by way of stereoscopic pairs at 1:40,000 scaie, ground control being 

established so that interpretatioh could be extended beyond the field work 

area. A morphological map was constructed by tracing and reductiono 

Bik has completed work on glacial features of Mto Gilluwe 9 Mto 

Hagen and Mt. Sugarloaf in Australian New Guineao An account is in 

preparation for publication. Photography at 1:30,000 scale withstood 

enlargement to 1:15,000 apd further 4o5 x stereoscope enlargement to 

give a working scale of 1:3,300 with no discernible graino Washboard 

moraines only a few feet high were reliably cor~elatedo 

2. Snowy Mbuntains, New So~th Wales 

Galloway (1963 in press~ has re-appraised ~arlier work on the 

glaciation of the Snowy Mountains~ using vertical st~reo pairs at scales 

of 1:40,00ô and 1:25,000 for the determination of li~ely areas of former 



nivation, which were then examined in the field. The presence of small 

snow patches at the time the photographs were taken greatly enhances 

their value for such purposes. The r e-appraisal necessitated the examin

ation of features purported to be glacial cirques, moraines, cols, roches 

moutonnées, valley steps, hanging valley~ and truncated spurs. 

Air photographs will be used to define key areas in a study in 

progress by qalloway on the relationships of nivation hollows and true 

glacial cirques in the Snowy Mountains. 

Tasmania 

(i) Central Plateau 

Air photographs were an invaluable aid in plotting stoss and lee 

slopes as a guide to ice movement in a study dealing with the origj_n of the 

lakes of the western part of the central plateau (Jennings and Ahmad, 1957). 

This was particularly valuable in that the whole area is underlain by a 

single rock type (dolerite) which weathers so readily that glacial st~iae and 

erratics provided practically no field evidence of ice movement. While the 

few linear moraines were easily mapped, it was found impossible to map 

reliably the extent of tqe ground moraine although zones of dominant 

erosion and deposition were de.marcated. The photographs proved of little 

value in determining whether lake basins were rock-bound or partially 

moraine-damrned. Areas of dense forest provided difficulties of inter= 

pretation for the ice-1:i.mits lay in these areas; this difficulty was accentu= 

ated by the absence of moraine ridges and the import~ce of periglacial 

effects. Vertical photograph& at 1:30,000 and 1:15,000 were used in the 
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laboratory and in the field, the former being of better quality. 

In mapping the geology of the Middlesex area, Jennings and Burns 

(1958) of the Tasmanian Department of Mine s paid particular attention to 

the boundary between dolerite bedrock and drift deposits. Where a clearly 

defined joint pattern was evident on the photographs, such areas were 

designated "bedrock": areas not displaying this pattern were designated 

"drift". Photographs at scales of 1:23,760 and 1:31,680 were used to take 

advantage of variation in resolution. The boundaries were tested in the 

field where they needed little revision: the least satisfactory situation was 

where loose blacks were sufficiently numerous on the surface to obscure 

the joint pattern of the bedrock. Large glacial grooves were discernible 

op the photographs in one area. 

The Great Western Tiers 

This northern escarpment of the central plateau provided some 

special problems which have been investigated with the aid of vertical air 

photographs at a scale of 1:30,000. Jennings and Burns (1958) recognized 

ice- overflow channels notching the escarpment (often with rock glaciers 

below them) ; moraines deposited as a blanket from broad ice-cap spill-overs 

giving rise to an icé-abraded scarp top (these moraines blanket, or have 

removed, the horizontal bedrock benches so common on this scarp); frost 

shattered nunatak areas and arê~es below which are spread fossil block 

fields; and modern periglacial fans. Major rock streams are shown on the 

pu bliàhed ma p. 

Jennings and Sweeting (pers-cornm.) note that, due to the wide~ 
f 
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spread occurrence of wet sclerophyll forest with patches of temperate rain 

forest, photo-interpretation of the deposits on the lower slopes of the 

Western Tiers has been found to be unreliable. 

At the foot of the Western Tiers the occurrence of limestone displays 

some interesting karst~glacial relationships. In plotting limestone bedrock 

and overlying drift, the technique used in the .Middlesex area was employed 

exçept that the structure used to distinguish bedrock areas was a tectonic 

cleavage (Burns, pers, comm.). 

(iii) Cradle Mountain, Black Bluff, Tullah Areas 
J 

This area, covered by the Mapkintosh map-sheet, is at present 

heing compiled by the Tasmanian Department of Mines with the aid of 

vertical photographs at 1:31,680, l:4J,760 and 1:15,840. The area , which 

~ppears to have suffered ice-sheet glaciation (Burns, unpublished) , is 

extremely rugged with many precipitous slope faces. For this reason and 

because of the presence of much sclerophyll forest, oblique photographs 

are being taken of selected locations from light aircraft, helicopters and 

ground stations. In mapping gorges up .to 3,000 feet deep, the plateau 

surface, free faces and river beds are ground-mapped leaving the mapping 

of the intervening slopes almost entirely to air photo interpretation . 

P.articular attention is paid to the upper limit of ice-smoothed bedrock, the 

lower limit of fr.ost-shattered bedrock and the extent of periglacial block 

fields. The extent and nature of the drift poses difficult mapping problems 

common to most of Western Tasmania. 

(iv) South. West and North-eastern Tasmania 

Glacial features of Ben Lomond, Mt. Field, Mt. La Perous.e and 
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the Flankland Range have been plotted by J.L. Davies , while M. R. Banks 

has plotted glacial phenomena for the Hartz Mountains, Adamson 1 s Peak, 

Mt. Bobs, Ironbound Ranges, Federation Peak, the eastern and western 

Arthur Ranges, the Frankland Range, King William Raqge - Butler's Gorge 

area, and Mt. La Perouse - Pinders Peak areas, with preliminary studies 

on the Denison Range, Hamilton Range, Mt. Curley area and the West 

Coast Range. Particular attention was paid to end and lateral moraines, 

till plains, plucked walls, cirque walls, roches moutonnées, mammillated 

surfaces and drumlinoid forms. Extent and direction of ice movement, 

location of ice-divides and overridden divides have been inferred. Vertical 

photographs at scales of 1:15,840, 1:23, 760 and 1:31, 680 were used. 

Resolution was sufficiently good for the reliable mapping of all glacial 

features greater than 10 feet i n diameter. Sorne of the conclusions drawn 

from this work have been surnmarized in two papers (Jennings and Banks 

1958: Davies 1962 : ). 

Preliminary moves are now in progress to enlarge this work. 

A committee has been set up and sample areas are being interpreted for 

purposes of categorization and correlation with a view to arriving at a set 

of symbols appropriate for all areas. These will then be incorporated in 

the proposed Glacial Map of Tasmania (scale 1:250,000) to be produced 

within the next 2 1/2 years under the general editorship of E. Derbyshire. 

(v) The Du Cane Range and Lake St. Clair 

This area is covered by 1 inch scale maps of the Tasmanian 

Department of Mines (McLeod et al, 1961 and Gulline et al 1963) which 
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show the meeting ground of the central plateau ice-sheet and the glacial 

system which flowed southwards from the Du Cane Range along the Lake 

St. Clair trough. Bath maps attempt to show drift and bedrock, their 

differentiation being important from the engineering viewpointo Drift

bedrock boundaries are tentative due to the thick, and often very uniform, 
.·i 

vegetation on hillslopeso Some of the l~rger· glacial features (such as 

end moraines) have been plotted and are indicated by appropr.iate letter

symbols. 

A glacial map of the area has been produced (Derbyshire, 1963) 

at a scale of approximately 1:95,040 showing end moraines 9 drift mounds, 

fluted drift, ice movements deduced from erosional evidence, cirques, 

and probable meltwater routeso Frost-shattered crests marking probable 

nunataks of the last ·glaciation were also recognized together with two 

distinct së'ts of hillside taluseso Detail was plotted in the first instance 

on to maps at 1:31, _680 from 1:30,000 scale stereo pairs 9 field checked 11 

revised with the aid of 1:15,000 stereo pairs·, plotted at that scale on 

contoured maps and finally photo-reducedo In sedimentary areas lacking 

the usual dolerite capping,;ï:t is impossible to demarcate upper ice limits 

with any certainty due to the readiness with which the sandstones, in 

particular, weather into1 smooth slopes& As noted by other workers 9 wet 

sclerophyll forest and temperate rain forest render photo interpretation 

difficul t. Areas under .. t :rees of uniform height in close stands yield li ttle 

data of value, while patches of burn and stands of tall Fagus sppo ··further 

complicate the pattern. At the same time, differences in ground drainage 
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between end moraines and inter-morain~l tracts result in thin stands of 

EucalyPt spp . on the former and button grass (Gymnoschoenus spp.) on 

the latter which gr eatly facilitates plotting. To some e.xtent this is true 

also of ar eas of hummo cky mor aine. The alignrnent of degraded end 

moraines can be discerned on the photographs due to lines of boulders 

and the presence of a line of trees and shrubs with;i.n a button grass plaj_n . 

Area.s of blocky ablation moraine stand out due to the uneven texture 

yielded by small ponds within hollows in the peaty surface above which 

large erra tics stand (Derbyshire, 1963, mimeo.) . 

This work i s now being extended to the south and east where the 

plotting of moraine crests is complicated by lbw eminences of tree- covered 

dolerite bedrock adjacent to button grass plains and by some pseudo- glacial 

forms of probable periglacial origin. Differences in the age of end moraines 

suggested by field exposures is not apparent on the photographs where 

moraines are fresh in appearance throughout the area and consistent with 

a single glacial episode. (Derbyshire, 1964, in preparation). 

Photographie and Map Coverage 

Work on the photo- ïnterpretation of glacial geomorphological 

features has been handicapped to some e.xtent by inadequacies in the quality 

and coverage of bath photographs and maps. The present position is here 

swnmarized by regions. 

1 . Australian New Guin.ea 

Adastra photography at s cales between 1 :40,000 and 1 ~50,000 

is excellent technically but is often hampered by adverse weather conditions . 
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Coverage of likely areas of Pleistocene glacial and periglacial activity still 

has some large gaps. The production of photogrammetric maps lags far 

behind the available photography. Sorne photo-mosaics are availableo 

2. Snowy Mountains 

Good quality prints are available at a scale of 1:40,000 of all the 

glaciated country, and other photography is available at 1:25,000 scaleo 

It is proposed to re-photograph the whole area during 19640 This area is 

covered by contour maps at the 1:63,360 scale and at a variety of scales on 

photogrammetric maps of the Snowy Mountains Authori\yo 

3. Tasmania 

The whole island is covered by prints of only fair quality at a 

scale of about 1:15,000 produced in the period 1946 - 19530 Occasionally 

overlap between tlne photographs is insufficient for the use of the slotted 

témplate technique. Gaps bE;1tween runs also occur in places. A new series 

of photographs at the 1:125,000 scale is now in hand and about one half of 

the island is covered. This coverage, which is of much better quality, 

includes all the glaciated area. Map coverage tends to follow this new 

photogr~phy seri~s and about one third of the island is mapped at a scale 

of 1:31,680, including a large area of glaciated country. In the pastj work 

in glacial geomorphology has been hampered by l ack qf contoured maps ih ,, 

parts of the central plate~, the Ben Lo~ond massif~ the Hartz Mountains 

and large areas of the south and west. However, this deficiency is now 

largely being filled by the issue of provisional p1ilotogrammetric maps at 

the 1:63,360 scale and the availability of dyeline prints of much of the 
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glaciated country at scales of 1:63,360, 1:31,680, and (for more restricted 

areas) 1:15,840. 

4. Australian Antarctic Territory 

Photo-coverage of the whole of the coastal region (except for that 

area between Davies and Mirnyy) and for a broad sub-meridional zone in 

western Mac-Robertson Land was completed by the end of 1962. Small 

areas only have been photographed with RC9 cameras, t he bulk of the 

photography being trimetrogon (Kl7 camera) at a scale of 1 ~20,000. 

Quality varies from good to poor, cloud cover and icing of camera ports 

l argel y accounting for the latter condition. The same broad zone has been 
. 

pped at the one mi lion and 1 :500,000 s cales, and sixteen sheets at 

1:100,000 scale have been compiled for the area west and south of Mawson. 

This is a planimetric series however, available in compilation form only. 

The only contour maps available fo r sale are those for the Vestfold Hills 

(1:100,000) and Simpson Peak (1:250,000). 

There is no vertical photo coverage of Macquarie Island, although 

generally poor quality oblique prints are available for the coastline and for 

selected inland locations. Consistent cloudy weather is largely to blame 

for this unfortunate deficiency. Complete vertical coverage would be of 

great value in resolving the present divergence of views on t he glacial 

history of this small sub-antarctic island. 

Techniques and Methodology 

Geomorphologists in Australia have shown little tendency to 

experiment with techniques and problems have been approached from the 
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regional rather than the phenomenalogical viewpointo This is undoubtedly 

a reflection of the small number of geomorphologis t s in this field in 

Australia, and t he f act that so l i ttle is known about the nature of the 

Pleistocene glaciation, that wor k in progress is still very largely (and 

quite appropriately) of a reconnais sance typeo 

The need to show drift caver on the 1:63,360 series geological 

maps of Tasmania has led to the incorporation of symbols denoting 

distinctive glacial landforms such as the more obvious èhd and marginal 

moraines. As mapping proceeds into t he more severe·ly glacia ted areas 

this practice is l ikely t o give way to more sophisticated mapping techniqJes o 

It seems probable that separate "drift editions" compiled in consultation 

with trained photo- interpretêrs of glacial phenomena will be demandedo 

Work in Key Aveas 

The elucidation of the glacial history of Tasmania will shed 

light upon the Pleistocene sequence in southeastern Australia as a wholeo 

From this point of view, the glaciated portions of Tasmania merit close 

study and the recent renewal of interest in it, therefore, is commendableo 

Tasmania is an island of high climatological gradients, pre= 

cipitation and insolation varying in such a way that the cli matic snowline 

declines raptdly from northeast to southwesto Air photo interpretation 

reveals that the lowest areas of ice accumulation occur in the southwest 

of the island (Davies, perso commo)o Marked asymmetry of the ice-masses 

has been repçrted in the west centre (Jennings and Ahrœ.d, 1957; 

Derbyshire, 1963) while ice developed in the northe~t only where uplands 
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were high enough to yield sufficient cloud and precipitation and where 

summits were sufficiently large to form collecting grounds. It is difficult 

to single out key areas: the range of conditions is so wide in Tasmania 

that each glaciated district tends to display relationships special to itself. 

However, the southwest and the northwest centre may prove critical. 

Outstanding areas demanding ground control are : -

1. The Frankland Range 

2. Federation Peak and the Arthur Ranges 

3. Mt. La Perouse 

4. Hartz Mountains (work will begin in 1964 - Derbyshire) 

5 • Ben Lomond 

These àre~s promise to shed considerable light on the nature 

and sequence of the final deglaciation and data on Pleistocene snowlines . 

Moraines are very crear and erosional forms very f~esh. 

Key areas in process of re-e~ation are: -

1. Du Cane Range - Lake St. Clair - Southeastern edge of the 

central plateau. 

2. Cradle Mountain area - Mersey and Forth gorges. 

These two major centres of ice outflow appear key areas in the 

eearch for evidence of multiple glaciation. They also display a rapid 

transition from upper glaciated valleys to lower glacierized gorges i and 

a wide variety of erosional and depositional forms. 

Paradoxically, it is the area most likely to yield valuable 

results in photo-interpretation of glacial features that has received the 
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least attention. Despite the availability of suitable photography of large 

areas of the Australian Antarctic Territory, photo-geomorphology has 

been negl~cted exceptas an ancillary study in work on the regional 

geology. The photographs are housed in Melbourne and a~ait a glacial 

geomorphologist able to give them his full-time attention should he be 

given the opportunity for ground control studies on the Antarctic main

land . 
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B E L G I U M 

Report by Dr. A. Pissart 

University of Louvain 

Bien que la question ait parfois été controversée, il n'existe en 

Belgique aucunes formes glaciarires car l 1 Islandai~ nord européen s'est 

arrêté avant d'atteindre notre pays et nos sommets (700 m) étaient trop 

peu élevés pour déterminer l'apparition d'un glacier local. Par contre, 

les conditions climatiques trés rigoureuses qui ont existé au cours des 

périodes froides du Quaternaire ont déterminé l'apparition de formes 

périglaciaires dont l'importance dans la morphologie est considérable 

quoique toujours difficile à apprécier. 

1 emploi de photographies aériennes dans l'étude de cette 

morphologie périglaciaire est chose courante, du moins en Haute Belgique. 

Ces documents fournissent en effet une image du relief beaucoup plus 

détaillée que celle donnée par les cartes topographiques; elles sont utiles 

pour localiser les coupes A étudier sur le terrain et permettent parfois 

de suivre un microrelief ou une structure superficielle non apparente au 

sol . 

Les photos aériennes servent donc essentiellement à .préparer 

le t ravail de terrain. En Belgique, où vu 1 1 exiguité du territoire, le stade 

de la reconnaissance est depuis longtemps dépassé et où les études sont 

toujours des recherches poussées, elles constituent le plus souvent une 
1 

approche extrêmement aisée des problèmes, permettant de diminuer 

considérablement le temps consacré~ l ' étude sur le terrain . Il en est 
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ainsi pour l'étude des aplanissements partiels quaternaires façonnés sous 

l'influence de la cryergie, pour cel le des terrasses considérées le plus 

souvent ici comme des formes climatiques d'origine périglaciaire, pour 

les vallons à fond plat, la reconstitution de dunes continentales anciennes, 

l'analyse des vallées asymétriques, etc ••. 

Dans deux cas de recherche périglaciaire, l'examen des photos 

aériennes est à l'origine de l'étude elle-même. C'est en effet sur ces 

documents que nous avons découvert les cicatrices de 11pingos 11 du plateau 

des Hautes Fagnes. Ces traces peu élevées, réparties sur un plateau 

très calme, tourbeaux en bien des endroits, sont en effet souvent peu 

visibles du sol. Les photos aériennes, par contre, les montrent avec 

une clarté remarquable à cause des différences de végétation et d ' humidité 

et indiquent leur caractére d'enceinte circulaire. Les replats périglaciaires 

du Pays de Galles que nous avons étudiés récemment ont également été 

observés pour la première fois sur photos aériennes et c'est également de 

cette manière que leur répartition et certaine de leurs caractères ont été 

reconnus. 

Plusieurs couvertures aériennes complètes de notre pays ont été 

réalisées. Certaines sont excellentes et constitueraient des outils de 

travail de grande valeur, s'il était possible de se les procurer aisément. 

Malheureusement, l'ayhat de chaque photo nécessite une autorisation du 

Ministére de la Défense Nationale qui a trop fréquemment, jusqu'ici 

opposé son veto. Malgré cet obstacle, les géographes belges sont con

scients de l'utilité de cet outil de travail qu'ils emploient de plus 

en plus. 
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C A N A D A 

Report by Dr. J. D. Ives 
Director, Geographical Branch 

Department of Mines and Technical Surveys 

Introduction 

Canada, on account of i ts vast size and the difficulty of acces~ of 

much of its territory, ~as presented a special challenge to cartographers, 

topographical engineers, geologists and geogr~pherso The challenge was 

taken up initially in the inter-war years with the development of aeriaf 

surveying techniques. The apparent impossibility of ever completing the 

task of mapping the country, bath topographic~lly and geologically, forced 

Canadian workers into using all available resources. One of the greatest 

of these resources was the air photographo Today practically the eptire 

country is covered by vertiœl photography a~ scal es varying between 

1:40,000 and 1:60,000 and the E;iarlier trimetrpgen , coverage continues to 

serve as a ,useful supplement. 

The national program of reconnaissance topographie mapping at 

a scale of 1:250,000 is well advanced. Proceeding hand-in - hand with 

this is the reconnaissance bedrock geological mapping program; this 

involves extensive air photograph interpretation and widespread hel+copter

supported field reconnaissanceo 

For the geographer Canada has presented a three- fold challenge. 

Added to size and inaccessibility is the extreme youthfulness of the 

country's geographical institutions, the small pumber of physical geo

graphers availability, and their predo~inantly European origin. The 
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immigrant geographer, trained frequently in de:nsely populated Europea.ri 

countries has been brought up on t he 1:50, 000 scale map. Tremendous 

readjustment to the Canadian scene b.as been necessaryo Dro Fo Ko Hars, 

then of McGill University, early t ook up the cry for reconnaissance 

geographical mapping on an extensive scale with dependency on the air 

photographo Hare's group completed a study of the glacial features of 

Labrador-Ungava (Hare, 1955, 1959)0 Working concurrently~ Dro J. To 

Wilson of the Toronto University, Department of Geophysics, initiated the 

air photograph mapping of glacial features which led to the publication of 

the "Glacial Map of Canada" in 19580 These two projects represent the 

first maj or Canadian achievements in the application of air photograph 

interpretation techniques to the study of glacial geomorphologyo Only 

limited field checks were possible a,nd much of the work did not even 

entail stereoscàpic examination of the photographso Only the grosser 

features were plotted, using topographie maps at a scale of 1:500 9000 as 

a plotting baseo The simplification in reductian to this base scale 9 and 

in the further reduction to the publishing scale, throws a serious limitation 
. ' . 

on the value of the end productso Extensive systems of end moraines 9 

glacial lake shorelines, raised ma;rine shore features ~ etco, were often 

omitted. Important diagnostic features, such as glacial meltwater channels , 

could not be included in the legend at allo Much misinterpretation is 

evidento 

It is stressed 9 however, that the two projects were enormous 

pioneer endeavours and they have been invaluable in providing a base from 
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which most other ~ork has developedo Numerous other projects have been 

initiated as a direct, or indirect, r esult of this worko The responsible 

agencies working ~p this field are primarily the Geographical Branch and 

the Pleistocene S~ction of the Geological Survey of Canada, both of the 

Department of Mines and Technical Survevs, Ottawa, and several of the 
1 

provincial Research Councils (notab1y those of Alberta and Saskatcltewan)o 

Many university geography and geology departments have also contributed, 

but principally the Geography Departments of McGill, Toronto and of ~he 

University of British Columbiao 

The air photograph has become tne indispensable tool of the 

physical geographer, and no field work is contemplated witqout prior 

scruti~y:_ of the ~vailable cpverageo The problem of v~st area continues 

to place serious limitations on the glacial ~eomorphologist 9 however 9 

' and much of the earlier work of the Geogr~phical Branch fpr instance 

suffered severely from the geographer succumbing to the natural 

tendency to examine too many photographs too quicklyo This is 'perhaps 

pardonable when major end I110raine systems up to 600 ~soin length 

are still being discoverQd in the noithlands (Ives and Andrews, 1963; 

Blake 196J)o 

Canadian work in this field will be broken down into specific 

areas. 

1. Labrador-Ungava: 

The initial major work is that cited above (Hare 9 195~, 1959) 

and carried out through the initiative of McGill University .Geography 
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Department with support from the Arctic Institute of North America and 

the Geographical Branch. It was a multi-purpose project wi t h air , 
photograph i nt erpretation of glacial geomorphologi cal features being only 

one of the maj or objectives. The final map produced in colour at the 

scale of 1:.4 Million is basi call y a map of the physiographic divisions of 

the peninsula. However, it includes many glaoi~l landforms such as: 

glacially-moulded hilly terrain 

undifferentiated drift-plains 

drumlinized or fluted drift-plains 

r ippled til l -pl ains 

esker s 

sand plains 

linear ridges (origin undet ermined) 
1 

(many of the "linear ridges" are, in fact, moraines of the De Geer type-

cf. Heppe, 1952; Lee, 1962). 

That section of the "Glacial Map of Canada" covering the peninsula 

is in part a repeat of Hare's work, although the two legends have several 

differences and the one is a gratifying corroboration of the other in the 

overall accuracy of the gross outline. Particularly important is the 

portrayal of the peninsula-wide pattern of esker~. and drumlins. 

Hare's group resorted to a reasonable minimum of field checking 
·, 

to obtain ground control of representative areas. Since completion of the 

work the McGill Geography Department set up a field research l aboratory 

in the centre of the peninsula. .This .h.as .. facilitated the .formulation of a 
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co-ordinated field research program involving the detailed investigation 

of numerous selected critical areas. To date the program has seen the 

production of a dozen Master s ' and Doctoral theses and nurnerous 

published papers (Andrews , 1963; Barnet t and Peterson, 1964; Derbyshire, 

1958, 1962; Ives, 1956 , 1959 a and b, 1960 a, band c; Lpken, 1962; to 

quote a few). Systematic mapping of the .distribution and dire,.ction of 

slope of glacial drainage channels, major systems of glacial lake shore

lines, end moraine systems and raised marine shore features has 

ens-œd during photograph interpretation and field investigation in re~ 

presentative areas ranging from the Torngat Mountains in the extrema 

rtortheast , to the central tracts between Schefferville, Labrador City and 

Grand Falls, to the Wolstenholme = Sugluk are a of the northwesto An 

initial picture of t he progressive deglacier i zation and changing palaeo

geography over the past ~0,000 years has emerged. Ultimate compilation 

of these individual studies is planned as a joint venture by the Geographical 

Branch and the McGill Geography Department, _and should result in a 

glacial map showing major differences to, and advances on 9 the existing 

Glacial Map of Canadao 

2. Baffin Island 

Since 1961 Baffin Island has been the major objective of 

Geographical, Bransh research in physical geography, with emphasis being 

placed upon glacial geomorphology and glaciology. To date two~thirds of 

the island has been covered by reconnaissance . air photograph interpretation; 

maps of the extent of present~day glaciers and recent moraines have been 
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prepared for the northeastern section (Falconer, 1963) and detailed field 

and photograph interpretation s t udies are well underway in the north

central tract, including the Barnes Ice Cap (Andrews, 1963 a and b, 1964; 

Ives and Andrews , 1963; Ives, 1963, 1964). The joint paper by Ives and 

Andrews includes two multi-coloured maps of an experimental nature at 

scales of 1:500,000 and 1:250,000. These show glacio-morphological 

and glacial features. Ultimate production of a 1:1 Million series of maps 

of glacial features is planned for the entire islando Of the more significant 

features plotted from the air photographs of Baffin Island is the Cockburn 

moraine system which has been shown to extend for a distance of more 

than 600 kms roughly parallel to the h&ads of the Baffin Bay fiordso Large 

sections of moraine hav.e been traced westwards to the base of Brodeur 

Peninsula , down the wes t coast of Mel ville Peninsula and westwards along 

the mainland for several hundred kilome<tres to Bathurst Inlëto This 

aspect of the study has not yet been published and the chronological 

relationship of the different stretches of end moraine remains to be 

establishedo 

3o Queen Elizab® Islands 

Scattered studies involving air photograph interpretatim of 

glacial features have been undertaken throughout this high arctic sectiono 

Most extensive and notable is the work of Jo Go Fyles and B Craig (1960) 

of the Pleistocene Section of the Geological Su:rvey of Canadao This work 

has involved systematic reconnaissance mapping of glacial features and 

Pleistocene depositso Go Hattersley-Smith of the Defence Research 
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Board, and his colleagues have undertaken extensive fielâ studies in 

northern Ellesmere Island involving glaciology and glacial geomorphology 

(Hattersley-Smith, 1961) , whilà the Geogr aphi cal Branch has concentrated 

on the mapping of the periglacial morphology of this area (Robitaille 9 1960; 

St-Onge, 1964; Cook and Raiche, 1962). The Jacobsen-McGill Axel 

Heiberg Expedition under the scientific leadership of F. M\lller has 

made a major contribution ta glacier mapping through the production of a 

group of very detailed maps involving special air photography and photo~ 

grammetry (Blachut,. et alia, 1963) o 
.' 

4. The Islands South of Parry Channel 

Extensive reconnaissance studies have been carried out by both 

the Geographical Branch and the Pleistocene Section of the Geological 

Survey of Canada (Fraser and Henoch, 1959; Craig and Fyles, 1960). Of 

the most important studies are those of Fyles covering Banks and Vi ctoria 

Islands (Fyles, 1962, 1963). The latter work includes a multi- coloured 

map of glacial features prepared from field work and air photograph 

interpretation. 

5. Keewatin and the north~central mainland 

Extensive helicopte~supported field study of the Pleistocene 

deposits has been undertaken by the Geological Survey of Canada and the 

publication of a series of preliminary maps of the surficial geology has 

involved much use of the available air photographs. This work has led 

to the delimitation of the late-Wisconsin Keewatin ice divide and a 

good reconnaissance knowledge of the major area (Craig and Fyles, 1960; 
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Craig, 1960, 1961; Lee, 1959; Blake, 1963). Additional work has been 

completed for the Geographical Branch by Bird (1953), Bird and Bird 

(1961); Mackay (1958); Sim (1960); Fraser (1964). 

6. Mackenzie Delta and lower river 

W~rk in the Mackenzie Delta area for the Geographical Branch 

has been carried out by Mackay over the past ten years. This has 

involved detailed field studies and air photograph interpretat::m of 

many aspects of the physical geography. Special attention has been paid 

to the distribution and mode of formation of pingos as well as glacial 

landforms, ground icà sheets and glacio-fluvial channels. Several 

o he m mber of the staff have Ssisted (e . g. , Henoch, 1960), and the 

major compilation by Mackay includes a full bibliography (Mackay, 1963)0 

7. British Columbia and the Rocky Mountains 

Much scattered work has been done throughout this area 9 

especially on a reconnaissance scale; but use of air photographs has 

been incidental and there has been a cencentration on detailed glacier 

studies in the fieldo Attention is drawn t~ the work of Armstrong and 

Tipper (1948). 

8. Southern Canada 

This represents an extremely large area and cannot be covered 

adequately in a short report. Outstanding work has been done by the 

Alberta Research Council under the guidance of Gravenor (1956, Gravenor 

and Meneley, 1958), in the Alberta section of the Prairies, and by the 

Geological Survey of Canada throughout the general area (Lawrence and 
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Elson, 1953; Stalker, 1960). Independent work in southern Ontario has 

stemrned from the Geography Department of Toronto University (Chapman 

and Putnam, 1949; Dean, 1956) , alth ugh the greatest amount of work has 

been associated with ground water studies and the mapping of surficial 

deposits by the federal and provincial government agencieso 

The Saskatchewan Department of Highways has supported an 

extensive study of glacial landforms ~oyering 48 map sheets ·~t a scale 

of 1:50,0000 Extensive use was maâe of air photography and the work i.s 

presently in the form of an unpublished Master's thesis prepared for 

Cornell University by Eo Ko Sauero 

9 Canada as a whole 

The single major work co~~ing the entire country is thé Glacial 

Map of Canada inspired and directed by J. T o Wîlson and published by 

the Geological Association of Canada in 1958. This has already been 

discussed as far as concer:qs i ts relationship wit'h Fo Ko Hare 8 s work in 

Labrador-Ungava: (Hare, 1959). The Glacial Map covers pl.1actically the 

entire country; in addition it contains an inset showing a drift map of a 

large proportion of the country. 

Since its publication a great ~fuount of additional work has been 

c omple,ted and bet ter _ vertic.al _.ph.otog.raph _c.ov.er.age .îor_1arge are as has 

become available. Thus in eight short years there is already a pressing 

need for a new edition or total revision of the existing map. From the 

writer's personal experience it can be stated with confidence that the 

whole of Labrador-UngaV'a and most of the eastern Canadian Arètic i if 
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covered with a revised map would show a pat t ern scarcely recognizable 

in its wealth of detail on the existing map. And it should be pointed out 

t hat this area i s pr 'acti cally e·qual to that of Wes t ern Europe ., 

Additional work covering extensive areas includes a series of 

report s produced for limited circulation., These are the mimeogr aphed 

reports of the United States Research and Development Corporation 

( Rand) prepar ed under the direction of J. B. Bird of the McGill 

Uni versity Geography Department o They cover Baffin Island and most 

of the ar ctic mainl and west of Foxe Basin and Hudson Bay (Rand 9 1962 , 

1963) . 

o~ General Corrunents 

· As already implied in the introduction and body of the report 9 

much of the air photograph interpretation of glacial f eatures in Canada 

has been of a reconnaissance nature., And a large volume of the work 

has not even involved stereoscopic examirtation. In a few cas es more 

than casual use has been made of the photographso In one instance an 

attempt was made by use of a parallax bar to differentiate between 

systems of glacial lake shorelines (Ives, 1960 a) and the success of this 

has since been shown by Barnett and Peterson (1964)0 Andrews has 

relied upon vertical photographs in north-central Baffin Isl and to make 

statistical analyses of the horizontal spacing of the cross-valley 

moraine systems (Andrews, 1963 a and bo) However, the wealth of 

detail contained in the National Air Photo Library situated in Ottawa 

has scarcely begun to be tapped., 
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Perhaps the next vital step wi~l be a total revision of the existing 

Qlacial Map of Canada . This could best be done by just completing more 

detailed stereoscopic studies with more extensive field checks of specific 

areas. Examples of such studies already completed or well underway are 

Baffin Island (Ives and Andrews , 1963), Victoria and Banks Islands 

(Fyles, 1962, 1963) and large tracts of Labradpr-Ungava. Extension 

of this work and ultimate compilation of the individual maps would 

probably be the most constructive and reliable method of revisirig the 

existing national map . For this objective to ·~e reached in a reasonable 

length of time collaboration on a national scale will be necessaryo 
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DENMAI;tK - GREENI.AND 

Report by Dr. Bprge Fristrup 

Geography Department, University of Copenhagen 

In Greenland air photographs have been used for mapping purposes 

since the early 1930 1 s and a complete coverage now exists for the entire area 

outside the main i ce cap. 

Because 4,000 metres was the maximum ceiling for the pre-war 

aircraft and because many of the Greenlandic mountains approach this 

elevation early vertical coverage was impossible. Oblique photographs 

(23 degrees f rom the horizon) were used and still are for most purposes. 

For sped.al regions vertical coverage is available and for most areas 

se eral sets of obliques, flown in different years, are in existence. 

For information on th~ activities of the Geodetic Institute the 

reader is referred to N.E. Nprlund (1939), Einar Anderson (1956) and 

J. V. Helk, (1961). 

In connection with the Danish contribution to the "Expedition 

Glaciologique Internationale au Groenland," special photogrammetric work 

was undertaken in Greenland. Photograph coverage at the scale of 

1:65,000 was provided of the drainage basin of Kangerdlugssup sermerssua 

(lat. 71° 30 1 N; long. 51° 001 W.), and at the scale of 1:50,000 for the 

border of the ice cap between 68° and 72° North on the west coast. Coverage 

at the scale of 1 :50,000 was provided of the outfall of the more significant 

glaciers in this area and repeated after a period of 8 to 14 days. 

Based upon this photography a topographicmap at the scale of 

1:50,000 with a 10-metre contour interval is currently being prepared for 
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publication. The photography of the ice cap border will be repeated from 

time to time to obtain precise information on frontal oscillations; the first 

operation of this nature i s planned for 1964. 

Air photography has been used: 

(1) f or planning glaciological expeditions (e.g. Fristrup, 1960) 

(2) for registration of glacier oscillations (e.g. Fristrup, 1950, 

1960; Weidick, 1958, 1959, 1963). 

(3) for mapping the glacial geology and morphology (e.g., Mpller, 

1959; Weidick, 1963). 

(4) for calculating the tapping of ice-dammed lakes (e.g., Helk, 

unpub. M.S.). 

(5) for determination of ice movement (e.g., Baussart, 1958; 

Hofmann, 1958; Bauer, 1961). 

The following note has been provided by Dr. Frank Ahnert: 

11 1 accompanied the u.s. Arrrry 1 s 0peration Lead Dog in the summers of 
1959 and 1960 on its expeditions from Thule to Nyeboe Land, Peary Land, 
and Kronprins Christian Land as a consultant on terrain problems 
(accessibility and traversibility). Field experience, USAF trimetrogon 
photos and photos taken with hand cameras from helicopters and small 
aircraft on these expeditions were combinedly used for an assessment of 
the physical geography of parts of Notth Greenland in general, and for a 
terrain analysis with respe~t to possible camp sites, aircraft landing sites, 
and routes for vehicular traverses in particular. In a more academic vein 
I wrote a paper on 11 The Terminal Disirltegration of Steensby Gletscher" 
(1963) which was based entirely on phdto interpretation, and have started 
some time ago the compilation of a landform map of southern Nyeboe land 
from air photos. Work on this map has recently stalled because of other 
commitments, but I expect to complete it eventually. My terrain analysis 

· work for the u.s. Army has been publi~hed in the following places" (added 
to the general bibliography). 
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G R E A T B R I T A I N 

Report by Roger P. Kirby 
Geography Department, Univer i y of Edinburgh 

Air photo interpretation of glacial geomorphological features is a 

fa i rly limited practice in Great Britain, even when taking into account the 

small number of geographers and geologists working in this fieldo The 

areas covered by such interpretation are small and piecemeal. 

There are obvious historical reasons for this present neglect: 

mapping and discussion of glacial phenomena started in Britain long before 

air photographs were available (e.g. Hall, 1812; Geikie, 1863); so that there 

i a tradition of ground methods of lands.cape description and mapping; the 

cl.ose road network over all except parts of no~th Scotland has assisted 

ground-investigations; and the excellent Ordnance Survey topographical 

maps with complete modern coverage at 1~10,560 and several Silla.ller 

scales, has again not placed any premium on the air photograph as a 

primary source of informationo Conventional ground field methods have 

been evolved, and the increasing supply of air photographs in the last fifteen 

years has not changed them very much. 

There is ncw complete coverage of good quality air photographs at 

1:10,000 (approx) for England and Wales and for Scotland, available from 

separate authorities. -In addition there are s~ .. stantial coverages at 1:5,000, 

lt20,000 and miscellaneous smaller scales and some oblique photography; 

also commercial companies· will make available photographs of selected 

areas at various scales. 
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For reasons noted above, air photographs are still only a supple

mentary tool in glacial geomorphology and, as in the case with all new 

methods, it is still, common for some orkers to ignore them completely. 

But as i n other field sciences, the utility of air photographs is becoming 

recognized more widely; their main uses are proving to be in the planning, 

or pre-fieldwork, stage of a project, in place of a rapid ground reconnaissance, 

and in the illustrating of published material. There is yet no British reference 

text more relevant than the general introduction provided by Walker (1953); 

articles and texts from American and Scandinavian sources are relied upon 

almost exclusively. 

Consideration of the literature and personal discussion seems to 

indicate that glacial geomorphologists i n universities are in the van in the use 

of air photographs. Governmental bodies with personnel concerned with 

glacial geomorphology are less able or less willing to experiment with new 

techniques, although there is liaison and interchange of ideas with universities. 

However, there is no national scheme of working i n glacial geomorphology, 

partly because there are insufficient qualified personnel available, and partly 

because those that are available are attached to autonomous organizations. 

The one scheme designed to provide a map of the whole of Great 

Britain is the project of a Geomorphological Map for Great Britain, mooted 

in 1961 and under the direction of Professer D.L. Linton of Birmingham 

University. This rnap is being produced at the British "National Atlas" 

scale of 1:625,000, as a reduction from original 1:250,000 mapping, and 

provides a general pattern of distribution of geomorphologieal, including 
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glacial geomorphological, features. Although this project is little more 

than a reconnaissance survey, t here, are sufficient geomorphologists familiar 

with their particular ar eas , especially in England, for the map to be 

compiled by field mapping alone with little assistance from air photographs 

(personal communications) . The obvious use of air photogrâphs for 

reconnaissance mapping has thus been excluded almost entirely, in spite of 

their equally obvious val~e for this type of work. 

For the dozen or so British universities with staff researching in 

gl acial geomorphology, the cammon pattern has been for a concentration of 

research in areas cent red around the university. Scotland with only three 

university wor king groups provides greater aerial scope than England and 

Wales, and Edinburgh, with a larger than average working group of about 

six persons , appears to make more use of ai r phot ogr aphs than any other 

department. 

The Edinburgh group, directed by Dr. J.B. Sissons, has concen

trated on areas adjacent in east-central Scotland with a view to nati onal

ization of the glacial chronology. The main elements of this project are: 

(i) a study of the glacial erosional features, especially glacial drainage 

channels, in parts of the Southern Uplands, Midlothian and East Lothian 

(e.g. Sissons, 1958; Price, 196o); (ii) The complementary study of 

glacial deposits, especially in the Midlothian Basin (Kirby, unpub.): and 

(iii) the mapping and detailed heighting of raised beaches around the 

Firth of Forth. 

The Edinburgh workers have the advantage, along with London 

and Cambridge, that the national air photo collection is housed locally, 
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and is accessible for post-graduate and approved under-graduate 

students. In the pro ject outlined above, air photographs have proved very 

useful for (i) and (iii), but for (ii) , on cultivated ground, can best 

illustrate only the presence or absence of drift and the outline of large 

depositional features. The method of preliminary study of air photographs 

outlined below is that practiced at Edinburgh. 

Prier t o any fieldwork, the photos are viewed at a desk, usually 

stereoscopically with a mirror - or hand-stereoscope. Glacial information 

is then transferred to field maps, the transference being either by eye , by 

matching corresponding reference points on photograph and map, or, where 

e ew reference points available , by the Sketchmaster type of single-

image p otter. The marked maps are t hen taken into the field and the markings 

modified or ,confirmed (e.g. Sissons, 1963). Less frequently, after the 

initial laboratory inspection, detail is mapped in the field directly on to a 

transparent overlay of the air photographs and the detail fr® the overlay 

subsequently transferred to maps (e.g. Sissons, 1961a). This reverse 

procedure is more likely in open upland areas lacking field-boundaries and 

other specific information recorded on Ordnance Survey maps; in these 

areas, finding one's position and pin-pointing glacial features is easi~r 

from air photographs than from maps. 

At other British university centres, the literature suggests that . 

air photographs are not used very widely, although it is certain in a few 

instances that they have been employed incidentally but their employment 

has not been recorded. In no papers other than those alreaqy mentioned 
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have air photographs been described as a mapping base . In a few papers, 

a single air photograph has been included f or illustration purposes (e.g. 

Drury, 1953; Common, 1954; Linton, 1954 8i ssons, 1961b); the cost of 

good quality reproduction indicates why they are not more used. A stereo

pair has yet to be used as illustration in this field, in Britain, althou.gh 

very common elsewhere. 

The direct heighting from air photography by photogramrnetric 

methods of such glacial geomorphological features as raised beaches and 

glacial drainage channels is often theoretically possible, but has been used 

in very few cases. Contemporary projects usually require accurate heighting, 

o en o one f oot in the case of raised beaches. To achieve this by photo

grammetric plot t i ng requires good photographs and plotting equipment, good 

' control heights, and skill in measuring parallaxes; it is- not surprising that 

rnost workers find field levelling faster and more accu.rate. Peel used 

parallax methods on a single stereo-pair of photographs to help contour a 

glacial drainage channel (Peel, 1949). and similar work is also carried out 

elsewhere as a student exercise, but it seems unlikely to rival ground 

surveying methods in Britain. 

Other than in the universities, there exist only the beginnings of 

glacial geomorphological interpretation from air photographs. The Soil 

Survey of Great Britain is experirnenting with air photographs in uncultivated 

areas as a supplementary tool to distinguish alluvium, glacio-fluvial deposits 

and some soil types (Ragg and Bibby, 1963). Detail is transferred from the 

air photographs at 1:10,000 to the field maps at 1:25,000 by a Sketchrnaster, 
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the scale reduction ensuring adequate accuracy. Also, the Geographical 

Survey of Great Britain use air photographs to a.ssist in mapping at 

1:10,560 such glacial f eatures as large drainage channels (personal 

communications). They ·do not use any quick method of transferring detail 

' to maps. 
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ICELAND 

Report by Dr. Sigardur Thorarinsson 

Museum of Natural Hi story, :teykjavik, Iceland 

Iceland has been covered almost entirely by air photography 

on three separate occasions. 1 In 1937 and 1938 the Danish Geodetic Survey 

undertook extensive air photography of the interior from a flying height of 

3,600 metr es : it was from this photography that the 1:100,000 topographie 

maps of the interior were produced. During 1945 and 1946 the United 

Stat es Air Force photographed t he entire i sland at an appr o.ximate scale 

of 1:44,000. These photogr aphs were us ed in the preparation of topographi e 

maps at a scale of 1:50,000. The mapping depended upon the Danish 

triangulation of 1901 which, although very good for its time, proved 

insufficient for modern work and t he Danes and Icelanders initiated a new 

triangulation in 1955 - 1956. During the same period the U.S. A.F. began 

rephotographing the island and have practically covered the entire country . 

Since 1950 the Iceland Geodetic Survey have photographed parts of the 

country at different scales and for different purposes. This work has 

covered the margins of many glaciers such as the southern outlet glaciers 

of VatnajBkull , and HofsjBkull. 

The Icelandic air photography has not been fully utilized in 

glacial geomorphological studies. However, Thorarinsson, (1956) has used 

them for his studies of glacier variations of SvinafellsjBkull , Skaf t afells j B~ull 
n 

and KviarjBkull in Orae.fi; for investigation of ogives, and for studies of the 

Katla and Grimsarv8tn areas. E. Todtmann has used the USAF and Icelandic 
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photography in the preparation of her book (1960), which deals with the 

glacial morphology in front of t he north and south outlet glaciers of 

Il 8 Vatnajokull. The Swedi sh geographers, Hjulstr m, Arnborg, Sundborg 

and others have used air photographs in their examination of the sandar 

areas of Iceland, principally Hofellssandur and the sandar of the 

Màrkarfl jot River and Lake Hagavatn . 
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NEW ZEALAND 

Report by Profe sser R.S. Wat ers 

University of Cant erbury, Christchurch, N. z. 

1. Published material: 

For many years techniques of air-photograph examination have 

been employed by officers of the New Zealand Geological Survey and by 

academic geologists and geomorphologists to supplement field mapping 

and interpretation of bath contemporary and relict (Pleistocene) glacial 

features. 

Air photographs ha e been used in connection with the preparation 

of the new 1:250,000 Geologi cal Map and of various 1:63, 360 map sheets 

and accompanying bulletins. 

University geologists, geomorphologists and post-graduate 
\ 
1 

research students continue to make increasing use of air photographs in 

their re searches into the Pleistocene history of the major drainage basins 

of South Island and in connection with a project for the geomorphological 

mapping of South Island recently initiated by the Geography Dep~tment of 

the University of Canterbury. 

2. Work in progress or recently completed and as yet unpublished g 

A~r photograph interpretation of glacial geomorphological features 

is being, or has been, employed by the following research workers g 

Miss Jocelyn K. Adamson (University of Canterbury) - Lake Rotoiti 

District, Nelson. Mr. Lee s. Clayton (University of Illinois) - Hope and 

Waiau Valleys, Nelson. Professor R. Goldthwait (Ohio State University)-
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Lake Pu.kaki Area, s. W. Canterbury. Mr. Colin Moore (University of 

Canterbury) - Geomorphological mapping, Canterbury High Country. 

Professer W. E. Powers (North Western University) - Hurunui Valley, 

N. Canterbury. Dr. R.P. Suggate (Geological Survey of New Zealand) -

Westland. 
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NORWAY 

Report by Dr . Just Gjessing 

Geography Dep~rtment, University of Oslo 

During the last 20 years the use of air photos has become an 

integral part of every geomorpholo~ical investigation. 

Studies of this kind are carried out at the University of Oslo, at 

t he University of Bergen, and at the Polar Institute and the Geological 

Survey. he universities are mostly concerned with geomorphology in the 

proper sense . 

Southern Norway is covered by vertical air photographs at an 

approximate scale of 1:40,000, and also certain (mostly urban) areas by 

photographs at scales of 1 :30,000 t o 1:15,000. The coverage of Northern 
1/ 

Norway is scattered. In geomorphological studies with non- practical 

interests, the use of air photographs is restricted to the e.xisting series. 

No photographs of high standard have so far been taken for scientific 

purposes only. 

The forms studied are of all kinds: forms in bedrock due to 

glacial erosion; valleys, cirques, strandflat area; as well as forms due to 

glaciofluvial erosion, glacial deposits, end moraines, drunùins and glacio

fluvial accumulations of different types, frontal, lateral, subglacial . The 

photographs are used with stereoscope for orientation before fieldwork , in 

the field, as well as for preparation of reports . The stereoscopic photo

graphs have proved valuable for sketching and mapping of geomorphological 

features and to some extent determination of altitudes . 
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Sorne features may be taken directly from the photographsj but 

in most cases it is preferable to use them as a supplement to field work -

never as a substitute. 

Most often papers do not refer to the use of air photograph inter

pretation, though it may have been used to a great extent. 

During the last 10 years a research program has been carried 

out on glaciofluvial, erosional and accumulative forms of the dead-ice 
1 

down-wastage of the inland area of Southern Norway, (only partly published). 

Such features are well recognizable in districts which are not heavily 

forested e 

Further studies of drunùins in Finmark can be mentioned. In 

Northern Norway as well as in Southern Norway end moraines have been 

traced on air photographs. 

Features connected with recent glaciers, especially their retreat, 

their moraines etc., have also been studied on air photographs. 
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SWEDEN 

Report by Dr. Harold Svensson 

Geography Department, University of Lund 

1. Methodological Procedures used ip Photointerpretation 

2. 

No Swedish keys with the objective restricted to glacial geo

morphology have been prepared, although the Geography Department of 

Lund University is currently experimenting with the production of keys for 

the wider field of physical geography. 

In rnany investigations special gl~cial geomorphological features 

have been studied from the characteristics provided by the aero-visual 

image. With t he interpretat ion criteria for the respective landforms that 

are stated in papers resulting f~om these studies, they indirectly take on 

the appearance of photo interpretation keys and can be used as such for 

studies in areas of similar terrain. Thus the work of Mannerfelt (1945) 

has been of great importance for later investigators 6f glacial drainage 

channels and other glacio-fluviàl forms within the Scandinavian mountains . 

Technical methods involved in air photography 

There is currently in progress in the Geography Department of 

the University of Stockholm a project a:i..med at determining the value and 

limitations of photo interpretations. Different scales, kinds of film 

(panchromatic, infra red, colour) etc., are closely studied for specially 

chosen areas. 

Comparative studies of sets of air photographa of a specific 

area taken under different weather conditions., (e.g. after seasons of 

drought and heavy precipitation) have provided valuable information on 
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significant differences of ground conditions and their morphological origin 

(Geography Department, University of Lund). lhe regular air photography 

of Sweden provides opportunity f or obt aining variations in the weather con

ditions . 

Detailed analysis of the morphology of the floor of shallow lakes 

and areas of the sea has been greatly assisted by the stereoscopic study 

of photograph negatives. The negatives provide significantly superior 

information to t he orthodox positive prints . 

Air photographs have been of great importance in the inventory 

of eskers and the computation of their volume in Middle Sweden. This has 

involved measurements by parallax bar in conjunction with field survey 

(Geography Department, University of Uppsala). 

All the projects referred to amove depend upon stereoscopic use 

of air photographs . In the field the Simonsson model lens stereoscope has 

proved very useful. 

For transferring morphologicaJ. details from the photographs to 

base maps sketchmaster equipment is used. Single measurements are 

made by paralla.Jè bar and mirror .stereoscope. The Stereopret and Stereotop 

are also used. 

More comprehensive work, such as that involving the preparation 

of contour maps, depends upon the use of Stereo autographs and has been 

carried out by the Geographical Survey Office of Sweden and the Division 

of Photogrammetry, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. Most of 

these maps treat glacial morphological features in North Sweden (Geography 

Dept., University of Stockholm) . 
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3. Glacial geomorphological features investigated 

The following list is not quite complete and refers to the 

bibliography: 

(a) End Moraines: Bergdahl, 1959, 1961, 1963; Heppe, 1947, 1948, 

1950(b), 1957 and 1959(b), Schytt, 1958a, 1961; Svensson, 1959(a) 

and (b), 1963(a); ~strem, 1960, 1962, 1963. 

(b) Drumlins and fluted moraine surfaces: Roppe, 1948, 1951, 1957; 

Schytt, 1961, Svensson, 1963(b); Sve~sson - Frisén, 1964. 

(c) Hummocky and ridged moraines other than above: Hoppe, 1948, 

9 , 59 a) d ' J, 945; Schytt, 1956(b). 

(d) Meltwater channels: Holdar, 1953, 1957 ; Heppe, 1948, 1950(a) , 

1952, 1957, 1959(b), 1963(b); Mannerfelt , 1945, 1949, 1960; 

Schytt, 1956(b). 

(e) Glaciofluvial deposits: Hjulstrgm, 1954; · Holdar, 1953, 1957; Roppe, 

1959, 1963(b); Heppe, Kindblom, Klein and Klingstrgm, 1959. 

(f) Glacier movement: Svensson, 1963(b). 

(g) Glaciers: Schytt, 1956(a) and (b) 1959, 1961; Vilborg, 1962; ~strem, 

1960, 1963. 

(h) Ice-marginal lakes: Arnborg, 1955. 

(i) 

(j) 

Il 
Progress of deglaciation (Wurm ice sheet): Blake, 1961; Holdar, 1953, 

1957; Heppe, 1948, 1950(a) and (b), 1957, 1959(b); Mannerfelt, 1945, 

1949, 1960; Svensson, 1959(a) and (b). 

, 11 Il 

Inventory and mapping of gravel deposits: Bergstrom, 196o; Bergstrom, 

Heppe and Vilborg, 1961; Happe, 1959(a), 1960; 0lsson, 1963. 
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Sketch maps drawn from air photographs showing special 

glacial forms and their distrib tian occur in many of the papers listed in 

the---bibliography. 

Contour maps have also been produced as a result of some of 

the investigations. They are usually large scale maps intended to give 

a detailed view of glacial and glacio-fluvial landforms withjn specially 

chosen small areas . Such maps occur in the following papers, amongst 

others: Holdar, 1957; Heppe, 1948, 1950 (a), 1957, 1963; Ljungner, 1945; 

Mannerfelt, 1945, 1949, 1960; Svensson, 1959(b) ; Sundborg j 1954; 

Woxnerud, 1951; ~strem, 1962(a) and (b). 

A contour map of the Mikka Glacier (1:8,000, contour interval 

5 ~ - in stee~ sect~ons 

University of Uppsala). 

25 m) is in preparation (Geography Department , 
,' '' ' 

Contour maps of glaciofluvial deltas in Southern 
' i ' . . . r ' 

Norrland (Institute of ·Quat~rnary Geology, University of Uppsala) and 
l ·' 

late-gl.acial sandar (Geography Dept., 'University of Uppsala) are in 

preparation. 

The •new topographical map pf Sweqen (Ge9graphical Survey) at 
' l 

a . scale of 1:50;0~0 an4 with a 5-metre contoU+ interval 9 is of p~rticular 

importance for the study of-the larger and more complex gla~ial laind= , 

forms • . · 

Geological ,Maps The Geologi.c~ Survey of Sweden is using air photo-
, ' , 

gràphs interpretation to supp9~ mapping of Quaternary deposits 9 

' 1 

especially in northern Sweden •. Multi-coloured maps at a scale of 1 ~200 , 000 
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ar.e to be published f qr the northern areas (Lundqvist, 1958; Fromm, 1961) • 
1 

In combination with field ~tudies t he photo~raph interpretati~n is used to 

determine type anq distribution of Quaternary deposits. The moraine 

morphology in northern Sweden stands out most prominently wheh the 

numerous p~at bogs are carefully out~ined on the photo~aphs. 

In connection with the locat:i,.on of water power,plants, regùlation 

of rivers, road planning, etc., especially in the river valleys of northern 

Sweden (Swedish State Power Board) the mapping of ~urficial dep~sits has 
1 

been undertaken wit~ the aid of air 'photographs (Geography Department , 

' University of Stockholm) . , The work has involved th,e search for special 
' ' 1 

soil types and the mapping of surficial deposits. The most suitable scale 

i~ 1 :15,000. A total area of about 10,000 km¾ as so far been mapped. 

' (The report is co~pi +ed on the basis of information received 
....... ,,,_' 

f~o~ the institutes where air photograph interpretation is used in 

investigations of glacial morphologieµ feat.ures). 
1 

In the bibliography, papers are listed which are based on •air ' 

photographs or in some part èontain photographie interpretation. Papers 
1 ~ • , 

which include cont,our maps of glacial forms,_, plotted fr0m aerial photo-
l 1 . 1 l 

graphs are also 1iste~. The yapital in prackets after each paper refers 

to the institute tq whicq the author now ,is af'.filiated. 

L = Department of Geogr.aphy University of Lund 

,S = Department of Ge.ography University of Stockholm 
s.~ .. u. : :Geologiqal Survey of Sweden · 

1 

.'-.U = De.partm~nt of Geo~raphy University of Uppsala 
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FRANCE 

LA CARTE DES PYRENEES au 1~50,000 

F. TAILLEFER 
Institut de G~ographie de la Facult~ des Lettres o Toulouse 

Dans les Pyr~n~es , les glaciers actuels, simples reliques, sont si 

peu ~tendus que leur int~rêt du point d vue des ressources hydrauliques 
; 

est presque negligeable. Il n'en est pas de même des glaciers quarternaires 
If. , .. 

, . ,, , 
qui ont burine tout le centre de la chaine, cree d'innombrables lacs, multiplie 

les d~ivellations et les ruptures de pente, pr~parant ainsi les sites des 

r~servâ'irs de haute altitude et l'ëmplacement des chutes. De plus, les 

moraines et les alluvions fluvio-glaciaires accumul~es dans les val~es constituent 

l'essentiel des terroirs agricoleso Une bonne partie des ressources naturelles 
, > , 

des Pyrenees depend donc du travail des glaciers quaternaires et de leurs eaux 

de on e . 
, , 

Aussi une carte de la morphologie glaciaire des. Pyrenees doit-elle 

faire partie de l'invent-aire des ressources naturelles de ces montagnes 

actuellement peu et mal utilis;es, et souvent d'apres les m~thods d'un autre 
, 

âge. Pour cet inventaire, les photographies aeriennes verticales sont un 

document essentielo Il est en effet possible d'identifier sur les photographies, 
, , 

en vision stereoscopique, la plupart des formes d'erosion glaciaire et des 

reliefs morainiques ou alluviaux construits et, dans une moindre mesure, de 

percevoi~ les rapports qui les unissetjto 

Les photographies utiles~es 
, , 

La partie francaise des Pyrenees 
~ 

' est entierement couverte par 

les missions photographiques de l'IoGoNo, 1 ' , a une echelle comprise entre 

le 1~25,000 et le 1~40,000, suivant les missionso Auc~ne restriction n'est 

apport~e ~ la diffusion de ces photographies, bien qu'il s'agisse d'une 

1 Institut G;ographique Nationalo 
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région frontière. La partie espagnole est couverte par des missions 

exécutées par les forces alliées pendant la Seconde guerre mondiale et 

par des missions plus récentes dont nous n'avons pu connaitre l'étendue 

exacte. Ces photographies , app~rtenant au Servicio Cartografico y Foto-. 

grafico del Ministerio del Aire, sont longtemps re.stées secret militaire. 

Il nous a été possible, grace a l'obligeance de M. José Maria Albareda, 

directeur du Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas, et a l'appui 

de M. le directeur général du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 

francais de pouvoir utiliser les photographies d'une partie du versant 

espagnol. Mais des régions entières, correspondant a 15 feuilles au 

1 :50,000 de la Carte topographique espagnole, restent frappées d ' interdit. 

Et,p:>ur les mêmes raisons, parmi les épreuves communiquées, certaines ont 

été découpées ou tronquées lors du tirage a 1 1aide d'un cache . Il existe 

donc des trous important s dans la documentation. Ils correspondent presque 

toujours a des régions intéressantes, car c'est dans la zone frontière que 

1 1 action glaciaire a été le plus vigoureuse. 

Pour combler ces lacunes, la carte topographique espagnole au 

1:50,000 n'est d'aucun secours. Des levers détaillés sur le terrain sont 

impraticables. Mais il est permis d'espérer que les autorités espagnoles, 

qui ont déjà fait preuve d1 une large compréhension des nécessités de la 

recherche scientifique, assoupliront leur attitude et lèveront les derniers 

interdits. 

L'interprétation des photographies 

C'est évidemment l 1opération essentielle. L' examen des photo

graphies se fait à l'aide d 1~e plaquette stéréoscopique de grossissement 2. 

Lorsque c'est nécessaire, un plus fort grossissement est utilisé. L' opér

ateur doit être un morphologue entrainé, capable d ' identifier les différentes 
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formes de la morphologie glaciaire. Parfois cette identification se 

fait du premier coup d'oeil, dans d'autres cas, elle réclame un examen 

attentif et répété. Il reste e f'n un certa:in nombre de formes douteuses, 

dont la photographie permet l e repérage, mais non l'identification. Un 

déplacement sur le terrain est alors nécessaire. L'interprétation est 

effectuée sous ma direction, par un collaborateur technique du C.N.R.S. 

licencié de Géographie et ayant_ suivi un entrainement de quelques· mois. 

L'examen de chaque couple stéréoscopique doit être répété au moins une 

foi s et souvent deux ou trois, afin de n'omettre aucun détail, de recti

fier les interprétati ons inexactes et d'assurer une liaison correcte avec 

up es voisins . Tous es résul ont ensuite revus au stéréoscope 

sur les photographies elles-mêmes par l'auteur de cette note. 

Les formes du relief glaciaire identifiées sont non seulement 

celles dues au travail direct des anciens glaciers, mais aussi celles qui, 

dans, l'environnement de ces derniers, sont 1 1oeuvre du système d'érosion 

glaciaire. Certaines d'entr 1elles ont été faconnées par les eaux de fonte, 
b 

sous les glaciers ou en aval de leur extrémité. D'autres, sur les .versants 

au voisinage immédiat des glaciers, ou sur le-s crêtes qui 1-es dominaient , 

sont proprement périglaciaires ou supraglaciair-es. 

Les formes rocheuses et les formes d'érosion, résultant du travail 

de sculpture glaciaire, sont les plus faciles à identifier, surtout 

lorsqu'elles se trouvent au-dessus de la limite supérieure de la fÔret. 

Niches de nivation et cirques glaciaires, -arêtes résultant du recoupement 

des cirques, anciennes diffluences ou transfluenoes, versants d1 aug-e avec 

leur replats, vallées suspendues, verrous, gorges sousglaciaires, cuvettes 

rocheuses, ilots rocheux séparés du v-ersant voisin par une gouttière, se 

laissent en général bien repérer. Cependant, en particulier dans les 
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roches friables, le remaniement des formes glaciaires par les torrents et 

le grand développement des bassins torrentiels rendent parfois l'inter

prétation délicate. Parmi les fo mes construites, celles qui sont 

actuelles ou récentes ne posent en général pas de problème d'identification 

c'est le cas des éboulis actuels, qui apparaissent sur les photographies 

corrune des plages trés claires, des guirlandes de névé et des moraines du 

tardiglaciaire, des cônes de déjection . Les moraines anciennes latérales 

_ ou frontales, plus ou moins démantelées par l'érosion et aux formes modifiées 

par l'évolution des versants doivent presque toujours ~tre examinées sur 

le terrain. Pour les terrasses et les glacis d'érosion, la difficulté est 

ordre: si les formes to gr ap i ques ouvent mieux conservées 

que celles des moraines, sont bien apparentes , la distinction entre terrasse 

construite, glacis d'érosion ou mêm~ replat structural ne peut pas t oujours 

être faite ~ùr les clichés. De plus, il serait trés imprudent de relier 

entre eux les fragments de terrasses et de glacis d'une même région d 'après 

leur seul aspect topographique et leur altitude. Dans ce cas la photo= 

interprétation ne peut suffire. 

Report des formes sur la pré-minute 

A chaque type de forme identif~ée on a fait correspondre un 

signe conventionnel. 5$ signes, dont 3 sont utilisés pour le fond topo

graphique, ont été nécessaires pou~ représenter la diversité des formes 

d'érosion ou des formes construites (voir la légende ci- jointe fig. l). 

Les signes sont reportés au fur et à mesure de l ' identification sur un 

fond topographique préparé à l'avance. Il s'agit d'un fond en courbes 

de niveau, du type ore-hydrographique. L'échelle utilisée 1 habituellement 

le 1:50,000, est donc plus petite que celle des photos. Dans les régions 

de relief très compliqué, on utilise un fond au 1:20,000; cette échelle 
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est plus grande que celle des photos. 

Les feuilles de ~a Nouvelle Carte de France au 1:50,000 et les 

coupures au 1:20,000 constit uent des f onds excellents. Mais elles sont 

loin de couvrir l 'ensemble de la r égion étudiée. Au contraire, l'agrandisse

ment au 1:50,000 de la vieille carte d'Etat-Major française et les feuilles 

au 1:50,000 de la carte espagnole donnent des fonds médiocres et même, 

pour certaines régions, complètement inutilisables. La planimétrie doit 

être alors restituée entièrement d'après les photos, à l'aide d'un 

stéréoplan , en s'appuyant sur quelques points repères. L'adaptation de 

la planimétri e au relief représent é sur les fonds de carte se fait au 

juger. On ne peut éviter des di stor i ons , mais l e but de la carte est de 

présenter un tableau cohérent des formes glaciaires: on ne l'utilisera 

jamais pour pointer des canons. 

Travaux ultérieurs 

La pré-minute contient les résultats de l'analyse et de l'inter

prétation des photos. Elle n'est que la première étape de la préparation 

de la minute définitive. 

1° Elle comporte, on l'a vu, des lacunes et surtout un lot de 

formes non identifiées avec certitude. Celles-ci repérées sur la pré

minute à l'aide d'un signe spécial, doiventêtre examinées sur le terrain. 

2° Les f ormes identifiées ne sont pas toutes du même âge. 

Elles ont été élaborées au cows de phases successives, qu'il est utile 

de distingu~r. Par ,exemple, les moraines et les terrasses les plus 

anciennes, par l'état de leur matériel plus ou moins altéré et la nature 

de leur sol, diffèrent profondément des moraines et des terrasses plus 

récentes. Cette distinction ne peut être faite que sur le terrain. 
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Aussi, sur les pr~-minutes, la plupart des formes construites, en 

particulier les terrasses, dont la photographie a permis de tracer les 

contours, sont repérées par des- numéros d'ordre, en vue d'une identifi-
' . 

t 
cation ultérieure d

1
1après les méthodes habituelles de la morphologie. Une 

1 

deuxième phase d'interprétation, ou la photographie n'intervient plus, , 

permet donc de passer de 1~ pré-minute à la minute de la carte. Celle-ci 

est alors livrée au dessinateur qui lui a donner sont aspect définitif 

(voir l'extrait ci-joint fig. 2). 

La carte du relief glaciaire des Pyrénées comprendra 50 feuilles 

au 1:50,000, correspondant au découpage de cartes topographiques françaises 

et espangnoles à la même ·échell~ (fig. 3). Pour faciliter l'étude de 

certaines régiohs, des assemblages de parties de feuille s au 1:50,000, ou 

de coupures au 1:20,000 ont été réalisés. Afin d'obtenir une représent

ation d'ensemble de certains faits particuliers, par exemple la_ distri

bution des reliefs dus a la phase tardiglaciaire, des généralisations au 

1:200,000 ont également été tentées. · Actuellement les minutes de 4 feuilles 

au 1:50,000, celles de Foix, Vicdessos, Aulus et Ax les Thermes, sont 

terminées. Une trentaine d'autres sont a l'état de pré-minutes partiellement 

complét~es. Elles correspondent, en la débordant quelque peu, a la mo~teé 

orientale de la cha1ne des Pyrénées, versant français et versant espagnol, 

avec, pour ◄ce dernier, des lacunes dues a l'interdiction de consulter les 

photographies. 

Conclusion 

Dans le domaine de la morphologie glaciaire des montagnes, 

1 1interprfu:.ation des photographies aériennes est un moyen d'investigation 

particulierement précieux. Elle permet un inventaire quasi exhaustif que 
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, 
l ' on ne pourrait realiser a l'aide des cartes topographiques les plus 

, . , , , 
precises. Or, dans une region comme les Pyrenees, ces cartes elle-mêmes 

font particuli1rement d~faut. Cet i nventaire n'est pas seulement beaucoup 

plus complet que tout ce qui pouvait être obtenu auparavant, il est aussi 
, 

moins coûteux, car l'interpretation des photos prend beaucoup moins de 

temps que les levers sur le terrain. Et si elle ne supprime pas tout travail 
, . 

sur le terrain, elle permet de l a preparer de telle sorte que sont rendement 
, 

est multiplie plusieurs fois. 
, 

L'utilisation de la photo interpretation en morphologie glaciaire 

ne correspond donc pas a un simple pr;grès, ·c• est une r;volution de grande 
, 

po ee., 
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